
We can calculate how similar 
different sequences are and then 
use mathematical equations and 
a powerful computer to build a 
virus family tree. 
 

Disease 
Surveillance 
Zone 

What is EPIC? 
Funded by Scottish Government, EPIC (Epidemiology Population health and 
Infectious disease Control) is the Centre of Expertise on Animal Disease 
Outbreaks. It brings together Scottish-based expertise under one umbrella to 
deliver independent, evidence-based advice to help prepare Scotland's 
livestock industry and other stakeholders for animal disease outbreaks.  

EPIC Disease Surveillance Zone  
Solve the outbreak and become 

a Disease Detective 

Pick up your 
disease detective 
game card here 

Midges are infecting 
sheep in France  
with bluetongue 

virus 

The wind can blow 
midges across the 
English Channel 

Will UK sheep get 
infected with 
bluetongue? 

 How will we know? 

WATCHING FOR BLUETONGUE 

This map shows all French outbreaks of 
bluetongue over the last year. 
Red dots are ongoing outbreaks, and 
Blue dots are outbreaks that have  
stopped 

This map shows where bluetongue 
could spread in Scotland, with  
the colour showing the number of 
days in a year when the virus  
could spread. 

Virus contains genes that 
mutate over time. This 
means that the genetic 
difference between viruses  
can be used to track the 
spread of infection 
 

The tree shows that 
this bluetongue strain 
was likely introduced 
from Northern Africa to 
Europe, and has been 
spreading up through 
Spain and France. 
 

Bluetongue is a disease caused by a virus that is spread by midges, which causes severe 
illness and often death in sheep, and mild disease in cattle.  
Bluetongue is currently spreading in France and is able to spread over very large distances 
through movements of infected midges. Spread of Bluetongue is known to be dependent 
on the temperature, and mathematical models have shown that during a normal summer 
there would be little spread of bluetongue in Scottish livestock. However, if there were a 
summer that is considerably warmer than normal there is the potential for wider spread. 
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